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ackyard party 
Aid 
Simon's 'universal' aid 
signed into law . 
Page-5 
crat State Representative candidate for 106th district Carolyn Brown Hodge puts her name sticker on 
Charleston resident supporter during an outside fundraising party Friday .evening at a house on 
niversity Drive in Charleston . 
educing forests ~evastate Haiti 
itor's note: This article rep-
ients the first piece of a new 
ekly feature focusing on envi-
mental problems. 
Just 600 miles southeast of 
e Florida peninsula lies the 
rest and most environmen-
ly devestated country in the 
tern hemisphere. 
On the Caribbean isle of 
'spaniola is the country of 
'ti with a population of 6.3 
'Ilion, a government in tur-
oil and rainforests that are 
idly reducing in size. 
The most glaring environ-
ntal problem is the loss of 
ical rainforest, according to 
'Orking for Change in Haiti by 
audette Werleigh. In 1950, 
re were 2,377,102 acres of 
st in Haiti and by 1985 only 
0,418 acres remained, the 
k said. 
About 96 percent of Haiti's 
sts have been cleared, most-
for charcoal fuel and food. 
venty-five percent of Haiti's 
y supply comes from fire-
ood and charcoal, said the 
vironmental Statistics for 
'ti. Other contributing factors 
deforestization in Haiti 
elude commercial logging, . 
ement, farming and military 
'vity. 
Tropical rainforests are 
rtant for the food, industri-
materials and medicinal drugs 
_j!V~~ .. __ _ 
produced from them. They also 
play a role in climate patterns 
and in preventing soil erosion, 
according to a pamphlet dis-
tributed by the environmental 
grassroots organization, 
Greenpeace. Tropical forests, 
which cover only 7 percent of 
the Earth's surface, probably 
contain at least half of the 
world's species as well as many 
undiscovered species of plants 
and animals. 
Roy Lanham, campus minis-
ter of the Newman Catholic 
Center, has led five trips to 
Haiti since 1989. "We saw the 
effects of deforestation every 
time we went to the mountain-
side," Lanham said. "There are 
no trees." 
Lanham is the director of the 
Haiti Connection, a community 
service program run from the 
Newman Center. The Haiti 
Connection sends volunteers, 
mostly Eastern students, abroad 
t.o \YOrk wi~h the peas.ants i~ 
Haiti. 
According to Lanham, in this 
extremely poverty-stricken 
country the people cut down 
trees and sell them to a charcoal 
dealer (at $3 per tree) in order 
to buy food for the family. Also, 
livestock is allowed to eat 
newly planted seedlings so the 
farmer can sell the animals for 
money, Lanham said. 
A sustainable land manage-
ment program may take five to 
10 years to become effective, 
Lanham said. But the farmers, 
who constitute 70 percent of the 
country's population, are con-
cerned about feeding their kids 
tomorrow, not in five or 10 
years, he said. 
This massive loss of forest 
leads directly to a soil erosion 
problem. Each year millions of 
tons of topsoil are washed away 
by rainwater as there are no 
trees to hold the soil in place, 
according to Working for 
* continued on page 2 
Fighter 
Piwowarczyk battles 
back from injury. 
Page 15 
President interviews 
to begin on Monday 
By ANN GILL 
Editor in chief 
Eastern will move one step 
closer to the selection of a new 
president as the first of four can-
didates begin on-campus inter-
views Monday. 
Mary Williams Burger, vice 
president for academic affairs 
and professor of English at 
California State University-
Sacramento is the first of four 
individuals selected by the cam-
pus search advisory committee 
to visit Eastern. Burger has 
served in her current position 
for the past six years and served 
as VPAA at Tennessee State 
University for two years prior to 
accepting her position at 
California State. 
If selected as Eastern's presi-
dent, Burger said it would be a 
natural progression in her 
career. 
Burger a professor of English 
holds degrees in English litera-
ture and modern British and 
American literature. She 
received a bachelor's degree 
from the University of Arkansas 
at Pine Bluff, a master's degree 
from Colorado State University 
and her doctorate from 
Washington University, St. 
Louis. 
The on-campus interview pro-
cess will consist of a number of 
scheduled interviews with indi-
viduals representing all areas of 
campus. 
The campus advisory com-
mittee has scheduled two full 
days of interviews with the 
advisory committee, department 
chairs, deans, vice presidents, 
Student Senate, student organi-
iations, Faculty Senate, aca-
demic councils, ad-ministrators, 
professional employees, union 
representatives and civil service 
employees. 
According to David 
Carpenter, search advisory com-
mittee chair, the campus and 
community will have the oppor-
tunity to meet with the candi-
dates at an open reception from 
7-8:30 p.m. in the 1895 Room 
of the Martin Luther King Jr: 
University Union on the first 
night each candidate visits cam-
pus. 
Af\er the completion of the 
four interviews, the campus 
advisory committee will meet 
with the candidates and consider 
input on each of the individuals 
from the campus community . 
The committee will then sub-
mit the names of the candidates 
they believe are the -"most 
outstanding" to Board of 
Governors Chancellor Thomas 
Layzell, Carpenter said. 
Layzell will determine the 
finalist based on the campus 
advisory· committee's recom-
lnterview 
schedule 
Campus inte111iew schedule for 
Eastem's presidential candidates. 
All inteniiews will be conduct~ 
ed i 1J.c thf 1895 Room of the 
Mart.in Luther King Jr; University 
Union. 
DAY-ONE: " 
7 a.m. - Breakfast with'selected 
-searc.h committee menibers, 
.8-9 a.m~ - Interview with search 
committe{k 
9-10 a.m. - Interview with 
depattnfent chain. 
10-J l a-m. . .. lnt~tview wfth 
dean$, associate and a-s.slslant 
deans and associate and 11Ssistant 
vke presidents fot academic .· 
affaift; 
11 a.m.- noon - Interview with 
v,~ce pres!4ents and~ p:res1dent'.s 
councl ~ ~ 
Nbo-11- J p.m" - LJtllc~. ~ith .. 
selected searc-h committee mem-
bers. 
1-2 p.m. - Interview with stu-
dent senate. <>ther student organi-
zations and members of the stu-
dent b<>dy. 
2-3 p ,m. - Interview with 
Faculty Senate. 
3-4 p.m. - Interview with aca-
d.emic councils (CAA, COTE, 
CGS), 
4-5 p.m. -1nterview With board 
of directors of Eastern's alumni 
association and foundation. 
5-6:30 p,m.. - Dinner with 
selected search committee mem-
bers. 
7-8:30 p.tn. -Open l'eception 
with friends of Eastern (all uni-
versity-affiliated groups and gen-
eral public); 
DAY TWO~ 
7 a.m. · - }Jreakfast with selected 
searCh' committee members . . 
8-9 a.m. ~ Campus t-Our. -
9-10:30 a.m. - ~n intervie~. 
10:30-11:30 a.m, - Tour of 
president's home and community, 
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. - Lunch 
with selected search committee 
members. 
12:30 p.m.-1 :30 p.m. -
Interview with administrative and 
professional employees. 
1:30-2:30 p.m. - Interview 
with union representatives. 
2:30-3:30 p.m. - Interview 
with civil service employees. 
3:30-4:30 p.m. - Exit interview 
with search committee. 
mendations. The finalist will 
then be invited back to meet 
with the board trustees on Sept. 
24. 
The campus advisory com-
mittee will host John P. ldoux, 
vice president for academic and 
student affairs, Lamar 
University, Beaumont, Texas, 
Sept. 3-4. 
• Continued on page 2 
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Reducing forests 
*From page 1 
Change Jn Haiti. The runoff water empties into 
the ocean and covers the coral reef with layers of 
silt, killing the coral and disrupting the aquatic 
ecosystem. 
The Duvaliers kept most of the population in 
extreme poverty and subsistence conditions while 
lining their own pockets, the service said. Most of 
Haiti's residents make less than $1 a day. 
Teaching peasant farmers to be aware of and 
utilize soil conservation techniques is one way the 
Haiti Connection works to help the people, 
Lanham said. 
The new regime, backed by the military and 
closely tied to the Duvaliers, is not making any 
changes to better the living standard of the peo-
ple, said the service. 
In the capital city, Port-Au-Prince, overpopula-
tion is a threat to the environment and public 
health, according to Port-Au-Prince Mayor Evans 
Paul in an article from The Miami Herald. Only 
100,000 citizens inhabited the city in 1950, 
although the population has mushroomed to two 
million, he said. 
The Organization of American States has 
imposed a trade embargo to pressure the Haitian 
government into restoring Aristide to power. 
Unfortunately, the embargo has not been imple-
mented strongly enough to be effective and has 
actually contributed to increased deforestation, 
claims Miami Herald columnist Andres 
Oppenheimer. 
Of the 1,500 tons of solid waste produced every 
day, only 300 to 400 tons are removed by the 
city's public utilities, Paul said, adding that the 
remaining waste is disposed of by uncontrolled 
dumping and open burning. Only 45 percent of 
the urban population and 0.6 percent of the rural 
population has access to potable water, according 
to Paul. 
Half a million people whose income depended 
on trade are now cutting trees down in order to 
survive, Oppenheimer said. 
The environmental crisis of the country is not 
without its political and economic causes. The 
peasant farmer's do not wantonly destroy the land, 
rather they are forced into destructive practices by 
political and economic factors in order to survive. 
Lanham described the situation and the people 
of Haiti as desperate. The situation has become 
even worse for ·the 34,000 Haitian "boat people" 
who were denied entry into the United States this 
summer, he said. The unsuccessful immigrants 
were returned to Haiti where they may face 
increased political persecution. 
"The environment is so integrated with the 
political...and economic situation. These three 
things are so interlocked that all three of them 
have to be addressed at the same time," Lanham 
said. "Sometimes that's so difficult to do." 
The ecological destruction of Haiti is inextrica-
bly tied to the political and economic crises of the 
country. It seems that little can be done to save 
the land and people from a bleak future. Even so, 
Lanham said he plans on heading back to Haiti 
this December. 
Eleven months ago a military coup ousted 
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide, a Catholic priest 
and voice for the poor. He gained the position by 
winning 67 percent of the popular vote in a demo-
cratic election, according io the Haitian News and 
Resource Service. 
"We're never going to give up on Haiti. We're 
going to continue to go down there. We're going 
to continue to work with the peasant farmers," 
Lanham said, adding that kind of commitment 
comes from getting to know the people who live 
in the midst of this ecological catastrophe. 
The victory was a symbol of hope and change 
fot th6 pet>ple who have suffered greatly under the 
dlciatori~l' rul0e of the 'infamous Duvalier family. 
Paul said in a summer Miami Herald article 
that progress can be made but, "that will happen 
only after the restoration of Haiti's democracy -
and its democratically elected president. The time 
for that is now; later will be too late." 
Interviews 
•From page 1 
Idoux recently completed a 
nine-month term as interim 
president at Lamar University. 
Idoux received three degrees in 
chemistry. He earned his bache-
lor's degree at the University of 
St. Thomas, Houston, his mas-
ter's and doctoral degrees were 
earned at Texas A&M 
University and his postdoctoral 
work was done at The Ohio 
State University. 
Currently serving as vice 
president for academic affairs at 
Northern Kentucky University, 
David L. Jorns will be the third 
candidate t0 v'isit Eas·te-rn'ori' 
S 8 9 r.,~., '• .,,~- · 1' ep! . . - . 
Jorns has held his position at 
Northern Kentucky for four 
years. Jorns received a bache-
lor's degree in radio and televi-
sion and a master's degree in 
speech . and drama from 
Qklahoma State University and 
a doctorate in theater history 
and criticism from UCLA. 
The fourth candidate, Hilda 
Richards, has served as provost 
and vice president for academic 
affairs at Indiana University of 
Pennsylvania for the past six 
years. 
Richards has an ext'ensive 
background• in·rtursi'ng' attd'.edu.: 
eatiori-.' She"tece'ivecf a: aegree~ in 
nursing from St. John's School 
of Nursing in St. Louis. 
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Specializing in nursing edu-
cation, Richards received a 
bachelor's degree from Hunter 
College, City University of New 
York. Richards holds a master's 
degree in curriculum and 
instruction and psychiatric/men-
tal health nursing from 
Columbia University and a mas-
ter's degree in health adminis-
tration from New York 
University. Her doctorate degree 
is in teaching in educational 
institutions. 
The-new president ~w-ilt:·be 
selected 'by <ffit}. bdard· of.-tr-U'ste'es 
at' the -Sept. •2<f boara meeting ·at 
Eastern. The new president will 
succeed Stan Rives, who left the 
university in July. 
IMPROVE 
YOUR 
CASH STOCK 
'SELL SHORT 
SAVE LONG' 
It's the 1 for $1 deal! 
The Daily Eastern News 
will run your 
FOR SALE 
CLASSIFIED AD 
for 1 day for $1 * 
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00 
The. Daily Eastern News · 
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r-------------------, 
• 1 /4 lb. Cheeseburger • ~ Large Fries ~ 
~ 32 oz. Drink ~ 
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- offer expires 9/6/92 • ~-------------------~ GREAT FOOD! 
FAST SERVICE! 
LOW PRICES! 
You Are Always 
Welcome at 
McHugh's 
Hours: 
Sun-Thurs 10am-11pm 
Fri-Sat 1 Oam-12pm 
Join Us for 
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In the groove . 
Eastern students enjoy dancing at the Hot Mix Dance Party produced by University Board Friday in the Martin f..:uther King Jr. University Union 
Ballroom. . · · · · 
hank aceeptS-"POSitiO·n as head of CAA 
tylONVA THOMAS "We worked outside a little and got together with 
other schools." 
"I am very proud of our accomplishment with 
the assessment of the major and hopefully it can 
assist students in their specific majors," said 
Sutton. 
Slaff writer 
The Council on Academic Affairs will receive 
a new boss as former chair Ken Sutton steps 
down and Kathlene Shank accepts the position. 
This year, Sutton stepped down as chair of the 
council, citing the amount of time the job took 
and a desire to move around as reasons for his 
departure. During the years Sutton was chair, the 
CAA was brought together with other colleges 
and dedicated themselves to the needs of Eastern 
Sllldents. 
Shank, a professor in special education and 
department chair, had served on CAA as a mem-
ber before accepting the position as chair. 
"(Shank) is a very strong member and can 
really dig into things. She is eager and outgoing, 
and I am sure she will do a wonderful job," 
Sutton said. 
The CAA deals with all undergraduate pro-
grams except for teacher education programs. 
Students are encouraged to work with CAA 
because they are very represented and the faculty 
wants the best kinds of programs in general edu-
cation, Sutton said. It is targeted to well-rounded 
education and the policies are consistent and fair, 
he added. 
"Working with the CAA, we accomplished a 
lot of contact with other schools and the 
~ouncil on Teacher Education),." Sutton said. 
Sutton mentioned that CAA's strongest 
accomplishment under his stay as chair was the 
assessment of the major. They have modified the 
assessment and have added ideas of their own to 
make students more comfortable. 
"The CAA has a lot of exciting goals ahead 
and will continue to put students first as they 
dedicate their time and effort to general educa-
tion," Sutton said. 
Shank was unavailable to be reached for com-
ment this weekend. 
' Pl, BOG to schedule more talks this week 
union isn't anxious for anything 
to happen like last year," Brazell 
said. 
Preliminary contract negotia- Early impasses ranged from 
'ons between the University teacher salaries to health bene-
ofessionals of Illinois, East- fits, but both sides continue to 
's teacher 's union and the negotiate. 
ard of Governors, the gover- 'Tm hopeful that we will have 
· g body of Eastern, conclud- a settlement soon," said Laurent 
without incident Friday, with Gosselin, Eastern's UPI president 
e talks to be scheduled this who is on the negotiating team. 
k. "I'm hoping that it will be in the 
While both sides were hopeful next week or so." 
a settlement soon, indications The only open issue, according 
that iiext -~eek-ce,µld;nark ;:t otO, the two sides, is base salaries. 
· g point in the negotiations. ·-~ The f-Our-year contract signed last 
"I won't be surprised if a set- - yeat by' the t'Wo -srdes"al1ows for 
ent is soon or an impasse is salary re-negotiations~'eveiy year. 
on," said Mitch Vogel, UPI "We do have some salary con-
sident. "J think the faculty cerns," Gosselin said. "One is a 
· ed a lot by almost going out concern about temporary teach-
strike last year. I think the fac- ing professionals. We'd like to 
ty would go out again this see adjustments made to the min-
" imum salary so they have some-
Both sides have made move- thing closer to a living wage." 
t towards an agreement, said Concerns about the state's fis-
helle Brazell, BOG spokes- cal condition are proving to be 
the talk's major stumbling 
blocks, Gosselin said. 
"Even though the state is 
under severe fiscal restrictions, it 
is really important that the gains 
made last year toward more equi-
table salaries are not lost," he 
said. "When we look at reason-
ably comparable groups we see 
that teachers in Board of 
Governors Universities are well 
behind. In essence, we refuse to 
take a setback." 
The state has budgeted no 
money for salary increases in 
1992, so any raises will have to 
come from re-allocation of exist-
ing funds, Brazell said. · 
" In addit~on, the UPI negotiat-
ing, team· is afraid ·that the state 
may have a budget callback simi-
lar to the mid-year 3 percent cut 
in 1992, Gosselin said. 
Health benefits, which are an 
important issue for the union, are 
not open to negotiation because 
they are handled through the 
BOG. 
Last year, when the cost of 
health benefits increased the cost 
was passed onto the employees 
and salaries were increased to 
cover the added cost, Gosselin 
said. 
"It was presented to us as an 
increase in salary but it was real-
ly a break-even factor," Gosselin 
said. 
A teachers strike could result 
in a total shutdown of Eastern 
and the postponement of classes. 
The BOG has never had a sys-
tem-wide strike. 
After only two bargaining ses-
sions, there was no indication 
that negotiations would or would 
not end up in a situation similar 
to the talks in 1991. Negotiations 
lasted into November and nar-
ro~ly avoided .a strike with a last 
minute agreement hammered, out 
by a mediator. 
The UPI represents 1,969 
employees at the five BOG 
Universities, 556 of which work 
at Eastern. Both sides are sched-
uled to return to the bargaining 
table sometime next week, 
although an exact date has not 
yet been set. 
3 
Residence 
halls to learn 
about crime 
By CASSIE SIMPSON 
Administration editor 
As freshmen students get set-
tled in the residence halls and 
search for their classes on cam-
pus, they also need to learn the 
basic crime prevention tactics. 
University Police Officer 
Mike Ealy will be presenting 
several Eastern Crime Pre-ven-
tion programs in different resi-
dence halls during the next few 
weeks. On Monday at 6 p.m., 
Ealy will be speaking in the 
Weller Hall lobby. 
"Basically, it's a program to 
let the younger students know 
what goes on and to teach them 
safety and how to not get their 
Stuff stolen," Ealy said. 
Though the program is geared 
towards freshmen students, older 
students are always welcome. 
Ealy said he talks about the haz-
ards of being away from home 
for the first time and how stu-
dents can protect themselves. 
Ealy said a great number of 
crimes are reported each year, 
such as thieves breaking into 
students' rooms or apartments, 
especially during long weekends 
and breaks when students leave 
their belongings in their rooms. 
There are also a lot of bicycle 
thefts and cash stolen. 
"When a theft occurs on a res-
idence hall floor, there's a 90 
percent chance that the perpetra-
. tor l_ives. on 1.?<t,[19or_.:;..,~~1~.~t1% 
, "I stress that you shouldn't leave 
your door propped open." 
On the average it takes less 
than 10 seconds for someone to 
walk in your room and take 
something, especially if that per-
son has been in your room 
before and knows your coming 
and goings, Ealy said. 
During his presentation, Ealy 
gives a short lecture followed by 
a film and a question and answer 
period. 
The Crime Prevention Pro-
gram schedule is as follows: 
• Monday, August 31 from 6 
p.m . to 7 p .m. Weller Hall 
Lobby. 
• Tuesday, September 1 from 
6 p.m. to 7 p.m. Thomas Hall 
Lobby. 
• Tuesday, September 8 from 
6:30 ,p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Carman 
Hall Copa Room. 
• Tuesday, September 8 from 
8 p .m. to 9 p .m. Carman Hall 
Copa Room. 
• Wednesday, September 9 
from 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. 
Carman Hall Copa Room. 
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Plant selection 
needs to return 
to three finalists 
One happens to wonder what the point of 
choosing finalists in a search is when the three 
of the four finalists are dismissed as unaccept-
able. 
Such wonder comes at the state of the 
search of physical plant director. With the loss 
of their first choice, Naval Officer in charge of 
construction John Dempsey, to another job, the 
decision has been made to put aside the three 
other physical plant finalists and start from 
square one - four weeks down the road. 
Charles Colbert, vice president for business 
affairs, has said that a new search for physical 
plant director will not 
Ed• • I begin until the new Univer-ItOna sity President has been 
chosen. Even then, Colbert 
said';1~~Pct~h't ffi~h"dfbe1soUght'.' ' , .• · "" 
.,rButfr<IarohBtrode,1whoi.has servetl·as a:<rting·., 
physical plant director since the departure of 
Vic Robeson nearly one year ago, does not 
want the job, saying that she would prefer to 
act as associate director of the physical plant. 
"I didn't apply for it and I wouldn't apply for 
it," Strode said. "I am very content with my 
regular job." 
What about the other three finalists Heinz 
Butt, Martin Ignazito and Robert Washburn? 
According to Jim Pacino, chair of the search 
committee, there was not a second candidate 
that "everyone" could deal with. 
Cohesiveness and staff morale are two pri-
mary concerns in the physical plant, which has 
been known more for backstabbing and poor 
spirits than the actual work they do. Someone 
who would not serve the staff well would only 
turn the job into another physical plant bungle. 
But regardless of how far Dempsey separat-
ed himself from the three other finalists, the fact 
is that Butt, Ignazito and Washburn were final-
ists and one should be chosen for the position. 
If they were unable to lead they should not 
have been chosen and the search could have 
come to a conclusion more quickly. 
While a leader should be able to work with 
everyone, employees should be able to put 
their personal problems aside and get down to 
business. 
Simply put, the physical plant search comes 
down to this: the person who has the job, does 
not want it; the person they wanted for the job, 
does not want it; and the people that want the 
job and were picked as candidates for the job 
are not going to get it. 
Make any sense? 
1111~1-: ---------. 
!!ll~ll~ Money and goods are cer-11111! !:~~!: the best of refer-
Our Mutual Friend 
r r I 1 ' " • r • • • • 
Feminists fighting their origirtal cause-
Do not call me a feminist. 
Yes, I am a woman. And yes, 
I am angry. But I am angry at 
the feminists. 
From a humanitarian stand-
point, I believe all people, 
regardless of sex, race, ethnici-
ty , religion or handicaps , 
should be treated equally. Each 
individual person should have . 
the same chance at getting an Jamie 
education , jobs, memberships, Rile 
etc. In short, I believe all peo- __ Y ____ _ 
pie should have equal access to 
everything. 
I will admit to two things: I am a humanist and I 
am an idealist. I believe that treating all living 
things, including the environment, should be our 
top priority. No one or nothing, in my opinion, 
should be treated as inferior to anyone or anything. 
It is as simple as that. 
Idealistically, people should be chosen for jobs 
based on their ability to perform the job and con-
tribute to the whole. Unfortunately, that is rarely 
the case. People are given jobs based on relation-
ships, skin color, religion, background and sex. 
Additionally, people should not be forced into 
living up to standards set by anyone other than 
themselves. Women have fought for a long time to 
get away from standards set by males. 
And the femi-nazis are mad. 
The basis of the feminist movement, when it was 
started over a century ago, to help women fight for 
their right to vote, to own property and to , in a 
sense, be a person, was to help women achieve 
.certain rights they felt belonged to them and were 
being denied. 
It, in no way, was meant to be used as another 
hierarchy of elitists setting standards all women 
must live up to. 
Recently, the feminists, in all their fury, have 
taken to bashing women for certain decisions they 
make. For example, when Jane Fonda, long-time 
leader of the feminist movement, announced she 
was going to retire from acting to stay at home 
with her television-mogul husband Ted Turner, she 
feared personal attack by other feminists. And she 
g'ot it. 
I I I '), >I 
A Vote fue_ +1'~ 
B:EIA te.AA , :s 
A Vof e 'r-o rc-
J= A .-M,. L:J ~ VAiues! 
Your turn ••• 
The feminists told her she was subordinating her-
self to her husband and that she was putting her 
own needs and goals below that of her husband's. 
Feminists told her that by choosing to stay at home 
instead of working, she was single-handedly 
putting the women's movement back decades. 
The same thing happened to Barbara Streisand, 
another leading feminist, when she announced she 
would like to have a child, but she wanted the child 
to have a father. 
"What? " cried the feminists . "Are you saying a 
child needs a father? Crazy! " 
The feminists did not take into consideration that 
these two women happen to be very intell igent, 
very conscientious and able to make decisions for 
themselves . The decisions they make, like those 
many other women in the world today make, are 
not based on propaganda from right-wing male 
supremists, left-wing femi-nazis or middle-of-the-
road anybodies. The decisions they made were 
more than likely made after a great deal of thought, 
soul-searching and with much discretion. 
Feminists of the 1990s have the attitude that 
women are still not able to make decisions for 
themselves and have taken it upon themselves to 
create a new list of standards up to which all 
women, and I repeat, all women, must live. 
It is my opinion, and, unlike the feminists, I offer 
this as only my opinion and not as a statement of 
fact, that people should be commended for making 
decisions that are tru ly their own. Most decisions in 
this hard, cruel world are difficult enough to make, 
without the additional pressure of having to 'live up 
to someone else's expectations. 
What the feminists need to do now is to take a 
step back and take a long, hard look at their agen-
da. I hope they see that being a woman has a lot 
less to do with superiority, control and hard-core 
independence than it does with simply being a per-
son. And I hope they re-organize and re-group to 
promote smart and responsible decision-making on 
the part of everybody. 
Now, while I am still angry, let's talk about equal 
pay for equal work ... 
- Jamie Riley is features editor and guest columnist 
forThe Daily Eastern News. 
T ,. , •• .-. , ,4 ,-. ,, l rf' 
Abortion facts 
about women 
are incorrect 
Affiliate of Planned Parenthood. 
Dear editor: 
Chris Seper said in his Aug. 27 
editorial that "the majority of 
women who have abortions come 
from poor, lower-class homes." 
Chris, I'm pro-life also and here are 
the facts from the January /February 
and the March/ April 1987 Family 
Planning Perspectives, a journal of 
the Alan Guttmacher Institute, an 
First, Planned Parenthood, or 
should it be called Planned Abor-
tionhood, provides a majority of 
abortions in America. Secondly, the 
article states that, "76 percent of 
abortion patients are young, white 
and middle class." Again, check 
your facts and don't print state-
ments that are not true. If you need 
some more information, Chris, I 
have a whole file of artides on the 
issue of abortion. 
By the way, why is the name 
Planned Parenthood given to a clin-
ic that actually destroys parenthood 
and not help plan for it? Thanks. 
Dave John 
Guest column policy 
The Daily Eastern News 
encourages readers to submit 
guest columns concerning any 
topic or issue that may be relev 
to our readership. 
Columns should be restricted to 
less than three typewritten double-
spaced pages. 
Guest columns normally appear 
every Thursday and will be pub-
lished at the discretion of the edi-
torial page editor and the editor In 
chief. 
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'Universal' student loan act 
signed into federal law 
By CHRIS SUNDHEIM 
City editor 
Simon's plan over the direct lend-
ing principle which aims to save 
money by avoiding banks and 
A $500 million "universal" fed- opening a national lending program 
era! student loan program signed to all students. 
into law last month starts a four- It remains unclear exactly which 
year test period next year and schools will be involved in the trial 
would progress under a Bill Clinton period, Carle said. 
White House, one Capitol Hill offi- 'The only guidance in the legis-
cial said Friday. lation is that the schools be repre-
The plan, co-sponsored by Sen. sentative of schools in other federal 
Paul Simon, D-Illinois, and at- programs since this is a pilot pro-
tached to the Higher Education Act, gram," Carle said. The legislation 
would give direct federal loans to doesn't spell that out, but they'll 
all students applying, with awards probably have to apply to the 
up to $5,000 for undergraduates Secretary of Education. I expect 
and $15,000 for graduate students. there will be many requests from 
The legislation, - termed Income Illinois schools - there's a great 
Dependent Education Assistance - deal of interest building." 
would grant loans to students Among the schools chosen, 35 
lhrough their universities' financial percent would be allowed to offer 
aid office and offer repayment income-contingent repayment out 
based on a student's monthly of students' paychecks after gradu-
income after graduation. ation. Other recipients would have 
However, the plan is not slated to to begin repayment immediately 
go into full effect for at least four with about a 9 percent interest rate. 
years after a test period when 250 The University of Illinois has 
k1400 colleges and universities get already expressed interest in partici-
uoderway for the 1993-94·academ- pating and Simon told the Associ-
i:year. ated Press as many as 20 Illinois 
'fypically on a five-year revision schools could be tapped to join the 
plan, Congress would reconsider experiment. 
1be Higher Education Act and, per- Eastern Director of Financial Aid 
haps, make IDEA a permanent fea- John Flynn was unavailable for 
blre. comment Sunday to say whether 
Simon spokesman David Carle Eastern plans on applying to partic-
said Friday Democratic presidential ipate. 
nominee Bill Clinton, governor of Proponents claim the IDEA plan 
Arkansas, has touted a similar plan, should also save the government 
adding IDEA may have a better money by leaving more of the 
chance at progress under a Demo- repayment responsibility between 
cratic administration. the government and the student. 
"Clinton has proposed another Simon's office claims the pilot pro-
plan with similar elements," Carle gram alone could save the federal 
said. "It's possible this would government about $200 million. 
pand under a new administra- Banks have been opposed to the 
mn." plan because loan interest is a 
,.Although.Clinton has. been less - steaay-s0UFCeof-income. The direct 
JpCCific on what he supports and lending feature is also expected to 
· comments thus far have differed reduce mountains of paperwork for 
some points, President Bush ini- schools that have previously 
· y vetoed the first version of the worked with hundreds of banks 
· er Education Act containing across the nation. 
~thskeJler 
Rcontinental Breakfast 
Monday thru Friday 
7:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. 
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SARAH ANTONIO/Sta#; photographer 
What's cookin' 
Ernestina Bobe, a sophomore accounting major, cooks dinner Sunday night in Andrews Hall . 
State cutbacks may reduce aid awards 
By CHRIS SUNDHEIM Rising costs and rising requests nounced Aug. 18 it would begin 
City editor coupled with nearly certain budget accepting freshman and first-time 
A direct federal lending program 
slated to start in its preliminary 
stages next year promises to allevi-
ate loan problems for students for-
tunate enough to be on participat-
ing campuses. 
As for the rest, state cutbacks are 
almost sure to reduce aid awards in 
some form, but the amounts 
trimmed and the number of stu-
dents affected remain uncertain. 
The approval of a direct federal 
lending program for all students 
last month comes at a time when 
the state's budget crunch is starting 
to bite into state student aid. 
reductions have financial aid offi- applications for Monetary Award 
cials across the state expecting Program grants until October 1. 
some kind of cut to the Illinois The June cutoff date marked the 
Student Assistance Commission earliest suspension in the history of 
later this fall. Students can expect the program but the extension is 
the cuts to be reflected in loan expected to allow an additional 
amounts for some as early as the 5,000 students to receive MAP 
commission's October meeting. grants. 
Applications for need-based Offici~ls with ISAC - which 
grants were up almost 10, percent -•administers eight-other-sc~larifftip ::. 
last month, according-to ISAG .bhe- --:aJTdrgr~nt :p~6'"tf3 U>ltt 1Bie 
commission initially stopped pro- Associated Press that budget short-
cessing applications in June falls may force them to reduce 
because the commission's entfre grants across the board, give full 
budget would soon have been grants to fewer students or imple-
exhausted. ment policy changes as a combina-
However, the commission an- tion of the two. 
§igma l}Ii 
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Riordan looks toward a new year 
By SUSAN KIEL 
Student government editor 
Brian Riordan , student body 
president, is looking forward to 
another year in student govern-
ment and a fresh start with a new 
executive committee and Senate 
members. 
Riordan said he is looking for 
changes within the Student 
Senate this year. He said he is 
looking for student government 
to be a more united senate that 
focuses on the students. 
"I think that last year we spent 
a lot of time and energy dealing 
with internal problems," he said. 
"Student government should be a 
channel for the students to solve 
their problems. We are here for 
the students, we need to spend 
our energy helping the students 
and not focu s ~ng on our own 
problems." 
Senate also has new members 
joining its executive committee 
this year, and Riordan said he is 
looking forward to working with 
the new committee, saying he 
thinks they will all "work well 
together." 
"I'm looking forward to work-
ing with them all," Riordan said. 
"Tony (Wielt, Board of Gover-
nors representative) I've worked 
with before, he knows the sys-
tem, he's gone to BOG meetings 
before." 
"Ron, (Carmona, financial 
vice president) is probably ahead 
of us all. He's been on 
Apportionment Board for two 
years, so he knows what he's 
doing," Riordan added. "Luke 
(Neuman, Student Senate speak-
er) gets along with every faction 
of student government. And 
Amy (Jobin, executive vice pres-
ident) is one of the easiest people 
to work with." 
Riordan said first and fore-
most on his mind for this year is 
to focus on Eastern 's search for 
its next president. 
"I would like to see senate 
take an active roll in the selec-
tion process of Eastern 's next 
president," Riordan said. "While 
the candidates are here visiting 
campus we need to get people 
out there to meet the candidates 
and find out who they are." 
Another issue senate is look-
ing to tackle this year is register-
ing students to vote. 
"Because we are a recognized 
organization by the state of 
Illinois, we have members that 
are certified to register people to 
vote," Riordan said. "We are 
going to try and get as many 
Eastern students as possible reg-
istered to vote this year, by either 
registering them to vote down 
here or by absentee ballots from 
their home towns." 
"I'm sure Senate will have a 
lot more on its agenda this year, 
l'm expecting us to be very pro-
ductive," Riordan said. 
• f .,, I" 
Rush activities draw to a clos'e· 
By ABBY KRAKOW 
Staff writer 
Union. The rushees and their parents also attended 
an open house to learn about the eight different 
sorority chapters. Last Sunday, an open house was 
After a long week of activities, sorority rush con- held just for the rushees. 
eluded last Friday when bids were passed out to new Rush week continued last Monday with the 
members. pledges attending first-round parties, where the 
On Friday all pledges discovered whether they women went to a five-minute party at each sorority 
were accepted into the sorority they chose by receiv- house. 
The Dally Eastern News 
ing a bid from that sorority. Tuesday, the women began the second-round par- - ~.~-----DAN KOONCE/Assoc. photo editOr Following the passing out of bids, all the women ties where they dropped two sororities and went to 
attended the flower ceremony at the Library Quad the other six houses. Wednesday was preference 
where they met other members of their sorority night, and the women went only to the four houses 01·1 check 
chapter. Each sorority brought to the ceremony a they chose. 
flowerrepresentingtheirsorority. No scheduled activities were planned for 
Sorority rush week began last Saturday with a Thursday, known as Dead Day. The sorority chap-
1 slide show titled "Greeks ~ Me" in the Grand .ters used the day to decide which rushees they want-
/ Ballroom of the Martin Luther idng Jr. Universit~- _:_cl to give bids. 
Tricia Hansen, a sophomore Spanish major, and Steve Jasinski, a 
junior psychology major, checks oil in Jasinski's car Sunday evening at 
a co~·ner of fourth and Harrison st:eet. ;: l • 
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Freshmen face ups, 
downs in Carman Hall 
BSU lacks campus participation 
By NICHOLL A. MCGUIRE 
Staff writer 
that would bring more people to 
come, rather than posting a sign," 
Desmond said. 
Buberel also said that she would 
not feel out of place attending a 
BSU sponsored event if she attend-
ed it with someone she knew well. By JAMIE RILEY 
Features editor 
When teenagers move into a 
residence hall freshmen year 
many problems lurk. Alcohol, 
keeping up with academics and 
getting along with a new room-
mate are just some of them. 
For Eastern students living in 
Carman, the residence hall 
where most freshmen and trans-
fer students are housed, the tran-
sition may be a bit easier 
because there is always someone 
else with a similar problem, said 
Carman Hall counselor Lisa 
Hikes. 
Hikes said Carman is a 
good place for freshmen and 
transfer students, people new to 
the campus, because the staff 
caters to students who may need 
a little extra help. 
"We have lots of programs. 
Last year we had over 450 pro-
grams," she said. "We really 
ter to the needs of the new stu-
nt." 
Carman, though, does have its 
disadvantages. Hikes said one 
PRICED TO MOVE 
EIU DORM FRIDGES 
~ 
$25 till May '93 
Free Delivery 
345-7083 
Son Light 
Power Gym 
Unlimited for one 
month or 
15 Tans for $25 
$65 a semester for 
weight training 
519 7th St. 345-1544 
(fl:\ 
PANT HEE. 
LOUNGE 
--------$1.50 
PITCHERS 
.NO ~COVER 
disadvantage is that "it may 
seem overwhelming for an intro-
verted type of person." 
Carman second floor south 
Resident Assistant Susie Tillman 
said one obvious disadvantage of 
living in Carman is the distance 
of the hall from campus. 
According to Hikes, the most 
widespread problem facing 
Carman residents is homesick-
ness. Other problems are "find-
ing a niche - a peer group (the 
residents) can work with," room-
mate management skills and get-
ting adjusted to academics. 
Tillman said when residents of 
her floor complain of homesick-
ness, she usually advises them to 
get involved in activities. "The 
busier you are, the less time you 
have to think about home," she 
said. 
Hikes said she doesn't believe 
Carman residents have a tougher 
time learning the residence hall 
rules. "I think they're learning a 
lot," she said. "The mistakes 
they make are because they don't 
know the boundaries. They just 
might not know the rules yet." 
The Black Student Union, Black 
Greek Council and the Office of 
Minority Affairs sponsor many 
events on Eastern 's campus, but 
Aaron Bell, BSU president, 
believes that student participation 
in such events is lacking. 
"The name of the organizations 
BGC and BSU tend to make people 
feel that these organizations are for 
black students only," Bell said. 
"Those names turn people away 
because (they contain the word) 
black." 
Bell said he does not know why 
non-black students do not attend 
the black sponsored events. "(The 
BSU) is always open to everyone. 
It's up to the individual to see what 
we are doing." 
Christopher Desmond, a junior 
business major, said people might 
make the assumption that because 
the organizations are black the 
events are intended for black stu-
dents. 
Desmond said simply advertising 
a BSU or BGC sponsored event 
does not encourage other students 
to attend. 
"If a person told you about an 
event and said hey you are invited, 
"The purpose of the Black 
Student Union is to provide an out-
let to the minority students, pro-
mote African American culture and 
to diversify (the campus)," Bell 
said. 
However, Bell said there are stu-
dents who feel that having the BSU 
promotes separatism and view it as 
a form of reverse discrimination. 
"Whenever we, (as black stu-
dents), get the chance I think we all 
should get together," said Eldon 
Boyd, a senior journalism major. 
"There are not many of us down 
here so we need these organiza-
tions." 
"I have a little more experience 
(interacting with minorities) than 
the average Joe," said Christa 
Buberel, a freshman speech com-
munications major. Buberel partici-
pated for four years in a group at 
her high school aimed at promoting 
cultural diversity. 
"I felt uncomfortable going to 
those meetings," Buberel said. 
"(The other members) knew I 
wasn't just joining another organi-
zation. I never knew how it felt to 
be a minority until I joined the 
organization." 
"I feel the campus should sup-
port the (BSU) events," Buberel 
said. "I believe that a program like 
the one I belonged to in high school 
should exist on campus. Now I 
know what (minorities) are going 
through. I feel these organizations 
are important." 
Bell said the differences between 
the BSU and other student organi-
zations is not simply a difference of 
race but of the group's function. 
"I feel we are more tuned into 
what the students want," Bell said. 
"BSU helps students find out about 
opportunities they wouldn't know 
about if they were not a member 
and didn't come to the meetings." 
Although it is a recognized stu-
dent organization, the BSU is not 
funded by Eastern. 
"We may receive money from 
the Office of Minority Affairs for 
special events," Bell said. "We 
make money (to support the organi-
zation) only through our events." 
When asked about his feelings 
on other student organizations 
being funded, Bell said, "I have no 
problems with other programs 
being funded by the university. 
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r 2 FREE PEPSIS with: LARGE PIZZA 
I 
/ · 
MEDIUM PIZZA 
--OR--
MEDIUM PAN 
with Cheese 
& 3 FREE PEPSIS! ~499 99 -:--- ., . _, 
18D , " · LARGE CHEESE PIZZA 
with 32oz. of PEPSI ' I 
TUESDAYS ONLY ... _. 
------
STUDENT SURVIVAL KIT (OFFER MAY EXPIRE WITHOUT NOTICE) ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVIALABLE . 
• OFFER GOO~~~ ~~r:~ ~~~~~,:>~~ o~~~· N? ~~IT O_N_~~-s~~~-~AU~ ~~~ANY ~~~E~~F~E~~~.~~ ~EN_Tl?N ,cou~N WHEN o~c:_e~~G~ -- - - -
8 Monday, August 31 , 1992 The Dally Eastern News 
Grant _benefits area high schools Meet The Men of Sigma Chi 
Cook out with the Sigs 
(Casual Dress) 
Tonight 
By ELIZABETH RAICHLE 
Staff writer 
• 1 • • • • 
Eastern \\'.ill jrnplemeni,a federal ' ' grant of $39,99,7 frolJl. tli~ Illinois_. _ u 'h- t - "d" · •t · Board of Higher Education, getting _ vv, a _We are prOUl zng ZS a communz y seruzce 
an opportunity to show~ase the urii- ·which will give hands-on training ... 
_S:OCl-9:00 PM Greek Court 
Rides and Information 581-6817 
versity's chemistry department · Dan Sheeran 
ar::eh~t s~~~1:. ~~d~!0:~~ Asst. professor of Chemistry 
chemistry teachers with a sec-
ondary chemistry instrumentation 
laboratory network located in the 
LX 
Physical Science Building. The fund will also be used to pay whose teacher's attended the semi- You'll Find it Here! 
" What we are providing is a wages to those 18 teachers who 
community service which will give - participated. 
hands-on training in the lab for The secondary chemistry instru-
both teachers and students; it also mentation laboratory network pro-
removes the burden from school vides many benefits within the 
districts for outfitting labs," said chemistry community. Area high 
Dan Sheeran, assistant professor of school teachers will be able to 
chemistry. renew their practical skills as well 
This fund also creates a special as become familiar with current 
workshop which offers intensive equipment and developments, 
lab experimentation for chemistry Sheeran said. 
teachers» " ' .,- ,.,., · - Students who are currently inter-
"What we are doing is fulfilling · -ested in physical science will be 
a need," Sheeran said. "The work- exposed to a·more realistic experi-
shop gives these teachers an oppor- ence and may be inspired to 
tunity to better focus their curricu- become future chemists. Those stu-
lum in order to serve the students, dents who are not as interested may 
bridge the gap between high school come away with a better apprecia-
and college chemistry and develop tion for chemistry, Sheeran said. 
a sense of comradery between Sheeran anticipates a positive 
them." feedback from those students 
Pagliai's Pizza 
Large Thin Single Item 
& Qt. of Coke 
For the Low Price of $7 .95 plus tax 
Unless Stated 
Not valid with any other offer 
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am 
2 am on Weekends 
345-3400 • 
Expires 9/10/92 ~ 
Late Nite Special 
FREE Semi-Thick Crust on Orders Placed After 10 p.m. 
(with regular cheese) 
Thinner than Thick - Thicker than Thin 
No coupon Necessary - Good with Other Offers 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
UNIFIED AUDITIONS 
for 
Fall Semester 1992 
Unified Auditions will be held 
for 
THE EFFECTS OF 
GAMMA RAYS ON 
MAN-IN-THE-MOON 
MARIGOLDS 
ANTIGONE 
at 7 p.m. Monday) August 31 
and 
at 7p.m. Tuesday) Sept. 1 
Call 581-3110 for information 
nar. 
"The students would be able to 
come to Eastern and feel as though 
they were college students for a 
day," he said. "Although that is cer-
tainly not our prime goal, maybe 
some will remember Eastern and 
consider it as a future college." 
IT'S O.K. 
l'M WITH THE BAND!! 
THE 1992 PANTHER MARCHING BAND 
PERFORMS FOR ALL HOME GAMES, ONE AWAY GAME 
AND FOR THE CHICAGO BEARS HOME OPENER AT 
SOLDIER FIELD. 
For Sheeran, the network provid-
ed him with the satisfaction of 
coming together with other chem-
istry teachers with the same goal -
to serve the students. 
THE CONCERT BANDS AND JAZZ BANDS 
PERFORM ON CAMPUS THROUGHOUT THE SEMESTER. 
"I plan on visiting the teachers 
who attended (workshops) this 
summer in their classrooms to see 
how they are benefiting from the 
program," Sheeran said. "High 
schools usually model their classes 
after college, so a change of ideas 
and values is important." 
IF YOU PLAY A BAND INSTRUMENT, OR HAVE BEEN A 
MEMBER OF YOU HIGH SCHOOL FLAG OR DRILL TEAM, 
CALL 58"1-2622 OR 581-3010 TODAY, OR STOP BY FINE 
ARTS RO--OM 35 • • 
BE A PART OF IT! MEET PEOPLE, PERFORM, AND 
RECEIVE FULL CREDIT 
~~ 
~~ 
~~ 
~~ 
~~ 
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Delta Sigma Phi Rush Schedule !i: 
.1L~ 
Monday, August 31 
Tuesday, September 1 
Wednesday, September 2 
Thursday, September 3 
Af:<I> 
EIU Delta Sig Open .1L~ 
Casino Night .1L~ .1L~ 
Cookout & Volleyball M:~ 
.1L~ 
Formal Smoker 
All Events Begin at 6:00 p.m. 
For Rides and Information 
Call 581-6893 
University Board presents 
-the 1.992-93 v 
. .. - . 
~rts Series 
Lectures 
60's Rocle "When the Music Mattered" - Barry Drake , September 17 
"The Beauty Myth" • Naomi Wolf, October 22 
"Gay Marriage: A Civil Right" - Craig Dean &t Pabick Gill, January 21 
"Abortion Rights" - Janet Benshoof, March 4 
(>~~ 
_ 7 Performing Arts 
I tp/ The Chicago Brass Quintet, September 10 
George Mauer, Pianist, October 15 
John Pizarelli, Jazz Musician, November 13 
The Nutcracker, Ballet Theatre Pennsylvania, December 4 
Minneapolis Gospel Sound, February 9 J~~~~~~~~~~-
Season Tickets available ~ow at the Union Ticket Office or order by phone at 
581-5122. Student Season Ticket $17, General Public $34. 
1111 
.1 
Af:~ 
.1L~ 
.1L<I> 
.1L<I> 
.1L<I> 
.1L<I> 
Af:<I> 
.1L<I> 
Eastern 
Illinois 
University 
8oARD OF GoVERNORS UNIVERSmES 
University Board 
-
--- .. -- ...... ---,.. -- ... 
e Dally E'aStern News 1 Monday, August 31, 1992 
Israel to begin releasing Palestinians 
JERUSALEM (AP) - Israel 
will begin releasing 600 Pale-
stinian prisoners this week as a 
conciliatory measure in the ongo-
. g peace talks, the army said 
Sunday. 
occupied Gaza Strip. security reasons. The army state-
ment cited Israel's "decision to 
ease conditions" in the occupied 
West Bank and Gaza Strip as the 
reason for the prisoners' release . 
The prisoners will be released 
ing Monday; an army state-
ent said. They will be bused 
m the Ansar III prison, also 
own as Ketziot, in the Negev 
esert to the border with the 
Israel promised to release up to 
800 detainees as a "confidence-
building measure" when peace 
talks resumed in Washington last 
week. The talks are the first since 
the left-leaning Labor govern-
ment led by Yitzhak Rabin suc-
ceeded the hard-line Likud party 
in June. 
Israel has proposed a package 
of conciliatory measures, includ-
ing easing travel .restrictions on 
Arabs and rescinding some pun-
ishments for anti-occupation vio-
lence. Most of the Palestinians to be 
freed are held for what Israel calls 
addam resists 'no fly' zone over Iraq 
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - President Saddam 
sein vowed Sunday to resist the "no-fly" zone 
sed over southern Iraq by U.S.-led allies, but 
erect no specific actions his government might 
e. 
It was the first statement from Saddam about 
flight ban imposed Thursday to protect Shiite 
slim rebels from air attacks by Iraq's military. 
e comments, read in Saddam's name on Iraqi 
·o, restated earlier defiant statements by Iraqi 
cials and news media. 
In the 50-minute statement, Saddam claimed 
allies were plotting to partition Iraq and the 
onday nite Football at . . 
'"""""arty 's 
unch Special: 
rilled Chicken w/fries $2.99 
$3 Pitchers (Lite & MGD) 
onite: 3 Chili dogs for $1 
OPEN EVERYDAY 11 a.m. 
rest of the Arab world then seize control of their 
oil wealth. He accused lrari, which is predomi-
nately Shiite and fought a 1980-88 war with Iraq, 
of inciting the allies. 
It was not immediately clear, why Saddam did 
not deliver the address himself. 
In Washington, a White House spokesman, 
Walter Kansteiner, denied wanting to break up 
Iraq. He said the action was taken because Iraq 
violated a U.N. no-aggression resolution in its 
campaign to cru_sh the Shiite rebellion that began 
after Saddam's defeat in the Persian Gulf War. 
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KAPPA DELTA 
RHO 
Eastern's largest selection of READY TO WEAR FASHIONS 
-Sho rts-Basebal I Jerseys-Sweatshirts 
VEGAS NITE 
7:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
509 Lincoln 
for rides and 
info 
Call 
348-1742 
COMEDY 
NIGHT 
Friday Sept.4 
Doors open at 8 :00 
Show starts at 10:30 
Staring 
Dara Modglin 
Rusty Mc Gary 
Krazey Billy Kraze 
Please Join Us Every Week as We Present the Finest Top Quality 
Entertainment, Food, and Drinks. 
-Hats- And Much More 
ENS 
THE DAILY [ASTE.RN NEWS 
The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report errors 
immediately at 581 -2812. 
A corrected ad will appear 
in the next edition. 
All classified advertising 
MUST meet the l p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed AFTER l 
p.m. will be published in 
the following days newspa-
per. Ads cannot be can-
celed AFTER the 2 p .m. 
deadline. 
Classified ads must be 
pai d in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-
essary to omit an advertise-
ment. 
DIRECTORY 
SERVICES OmnD 
TRAVEL 
TRAINING/ScHOOLS 
HELP WANTED 
WANTED 
ADOPTION 
RIDES/RIDERS 
ROOMMATES 
FOR RENT 
FOR SALE 
LOST &.. FOUND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
• GU;:J:V I ~ •.., 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME 
PACKAGES. YOU CHOOSE 
DESIGN , TYPESTYLE AND 
PAPER. PATTON PRINTING, 
418 W. LINCOLN , 
CHARLESTON. 345-6331 . 
_________ 12/11 
$22.17/hour. Professional compa-
ny seeks students to sell popular, 
college "party" T-shirts, (includes 
tye-dyes). Choose from 12 
designs. 1991 /92 average 
$22.17/hour. Sales over twice 
average first month . Orders 
shipped next day. Work on con-
signment wino financial obligation 
or purchase for $5.95/up. (Visa, 
MC accepted) Call free anytime 
1-800-733-3265. 
__________ 9/8 
Farm help wanted. Work around 
classes. Start at $4.15/hour. Call 
946-4210 or 948-5308. 
,-,-,---~-----,----9/4 
Make great money in your extra 
time as a representative for the 
Collegiate Investment Association. 
Minn. time required. Great oppor-
tunity to make extra money and 
add good experience to resume. 
For details call 708-533-0765. 
__________ 9/3 
Volunteers needed who are study-
ing in any human services field to 
participate one time a month on a 
Behavior Management/Human 
Rights committee for developmen-
tally disabled adults. For more 
information please call 345-
4120-ask for Carrie. 
__________ 9/3 
Reliable, part-time farm help. 
Experience required. Reply to 
345-4030. 
-=-c---c---=---,---=--8/31 
Charleston Recreation Dept. is 
accepting applications for an 
enthusiastic gymnastics instructor 
and an energetic dance instruc-
tor! Apply at the Rec. Office, 520 
Jackson (on the square). 
_________ 8/31 
Th e (a N 
oauy stern ews 
CLASSIFIED Ao FORM 
Name: _ ______________ _ 
Address: _____________ _ 
Phone: StudentsD Yes D No 
Dates to run _____________ _ 
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of:-------------
Expiration code (office use only) _________ _ 
Person accepting ad _____ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: D Cash D Check D Credit 
Check number 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
Taking applications for lunch 
hours MWF. Must be available 
11 : 15-12:30. Charleston Dairy 
Queen. 20 State Street. 
--~~-~~~--,--9./9 
MODELS NEEDED for fall 
semester. Male or Female. Apply 
at FAA 216. 
__________ 9/2 
Positions open day and night. 
Apply in person at Kentucky Fried 
Chicken. 
~------,---,--,-~9/3 
Bartenders wanted. Apply Pan-
ther Lounge tonight. 
Need durable loft at reasonable 
price. Call 581-8091 . As for Laura 
or Lisa. 
8/31 
A~C~RO.,,..-,--IM~PS~N=E=E=D=ED,,...,..u=R"""'GENT-
L Y - 3 FEMALE GYMNASTIC 
INSTRUCTORS. CALL DR. 
SCOTT CRAWFORD 581-6363 
(W) OR 348-0443 (H). 
=--,.----,----,---,- 8/31 
Transfer student needs place to 
live for Fall semester only. Please 
call Steve 618-548-2886. 
Share driving or pay from 
Danville area to campus on Mon-
days. Call Sharon 443-2451 , 
campus 581-5728. 
Female Roommate needed. Nice 
Apt. close to campus. Call Kim, 
345-4989 
8/31 
-1 _,s'"'"u'""B'"'"L=E'""'A"""s=o=R,......,...A T~5'""'0...,..6...,...,MON-
ROE AVE. GREAT APT. FUR-
NISHED 348-5340 $125 PER 
MO. 
__________ 8/31 
29Kin 
Subleasor needed for 2 bedroom 
house. Own room. Pay $125.00 
plus half utilities. Call 348-0949. 
_ _________ 9/4 
Need upperclass female to sub-
lease (1-year) at McArthur Manor 
Apartments 913 Fourth St. Phone 
345-2231 . 
2 Bedroom upstairs apartment 
carpeted with A/C. Deposit and 
lease requ ired . No pets . 345-
6011 Before 5. 345-9462 after 
5:30. 
__________ 9/2 
Clean 3-4 bedroom apartment. 3-
4 people. Washer/dryer hookup. 
Water and garbage included. 
345-4494. 
__________ 9/1 
Mini storage for rent by the 
month. Apartment Rentals 820 
Lincoln St. phone 348-7746. 
--------~1 211 1 
Microwave ovens for rent $59 for 
9 months plus $10 deposit. Apart-
ment Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 
phone 348-77 46. 
________ 12111 
3 BR house 912 Division , 
Charleston , partially furnished , 
large kitchen & backyard. Avail-
able Immediately, females only. 9 
or 12 month lease 948-5318. 
---~-~~-,-~=-9/1 
4 BR HOUSE , ALMOST ON 
CAMPUS. 4 PERSONS OR 
FAMILY. EXCELLENT CONDI-
TION. PKG/TRASH INCL. NO 
PETS. 345-9629 AFTER 5:00. 
~---,------,,.,.----8/31 
3 bedroom house. Close to EIU. 
Clean, excellent condition. Laun-
dry, parking, no pets. 345-7286. 
____ _ _____ 9/4 
4 bedside cabinets $10.00 each. 
Call Jeff at 345-3866. 
_________ 12111 
ACROSS 
1 Tanning 
material 
31 Mussolini et al. 
34 Compass d ir. 
57 Word with how 
or where 
58 National Park 
63 Equal : Comb. 
form 6 - - -lantern 
11 Nev. neighbor 
14 Chisholm or 
Appalachian 
15Allen from 
Litchfield, 
Conn. 
1& Actress 
MacGraw 
17 National Park 
19 Photo 
20 Defoe forte 
21 Clock 
22 B.P.O .E. man 
25 Use muscles 
26 Squelched 
27 "-- ever so 
humble . . . " 
35 Soap ingredient 
36 Secluded valley 64 Actress Garso n 
37 "Mary, Mary" 
playwright 
39 Midwestern st. 
41 Haul 
43 Noticeable 
46 Religious 
recluse 
49 "1've-- to 
London . . . " 
50 Discolor 
51 Actress Berger 
54 Lard 
55 Transmit 
56 Experienced 
85Western 
66 Cariou or 
Daw so n 
67 Actor-singer 
Patin k in 
68 Greek is land 
DOWN 
1 Eye problem 
2Actress in 
"Where Eagles 
Dare" 
3 -- de mer 
4 Trouble 
5 Near 
& Fools 
---.---.---. · · 1 Clothes 
•. 8 Laugh 
9 Welles role 
10 United 
11 National Park 
-Mi~~...i-=1-:-1r.:1 -· 12 Carson 
expe nditure 
13 Freedom 
. 18 Polish 
21 Skater 
Babilo nia 
22 Kander's 
musical partner 
23 Actor Van Cleef 
24 National Park 
-P.M. WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-10, 9 WILL-12, 12 LIFE-13 
6:00 ews ews 
6:30 Working Fear Ent. Tonite Married ... Tennis 
7:00 Fresh Prince Evening Shade Young Indiana Jet Skiing Dodgers at lgapo L.A. Law 
7 =30 - Blossom · ., Majoi: Dacf Jones Surfing Cubs 
. 8 :00 Movie: The Murphy Brown Surfing Movie: 
8~30 Revenge of Designing Women Vollyball id nights 
9:00 Al Capone Northern Volleyball: P O.V. Child 
9:30 Exposure Being Served? 
ENSONIQ VFX-SD KEYBOARD 
W/3000+ SOUND LIBRARY - 24 
TRACK SEQUENCER. EXCEL-
LENT CONDITION. $1500. ELI 
849-2855 
1984 Cutlass Cierra, 53,000 
miles, 2DR, blue, loaded, $4,500 
345-6861 . 
___ _ ______ 9/4 
1988 Ford Festiva, one-owner, 
low mileage $3250. 1985 Chevro-
let Celebrity, one-owner automat-
ic, air $2750. 345-4471 
________ 12/11 
1982 O lds Toronado Diesel. 
Power locks, seats, cruise, sun 
roof , t ilt. Excellent condition. 
$1800. 345-6738 
914 
_________ 12111 
Great Botany tool phototron. 
Brand new. Can grow whatever 
you want. $150 or OBO. Jay 348-
5108 
1978 Honda Hawk, CB400. 
obo. Great condition. Call 348-
1105. 
____ ,--___ _ 12111 
The Daily Eastern News classi-
fieds can work for you. 581-281i 
_ ________ .ha~ 
SCHOLARSHIP FORMS FOR the PRESIDENT DOUDNA MEMOR 
SCHOLARSHIP are available in the Honors Office, Booth House, t 
Fourth Street. This scholarship is open to freshmen and requires 
application form, essay, faculty checksheet, recommendation from a · 
school faculty member, and transcript. Applications are due by 4 
Monday, Sept. 28. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Haiti Connection will have the 
meeting of the semester at 5 p.m. Monday in the Newman Center. 
included. Anyone interested in outreach to third world country invited 
attend. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION IS having a meeting for new students only 
6:30 p.m. Monday at t~e Wesley Fou,ndation, 2202 4th. This is a 
who will look at getting adjusted: roommates.JooeUness, bomes· 
bar scene, etc. Also a great way to make friends. Come, give it a try! 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER St. Vincent de Paul Society will h 
meeting tonight at 7 p.m. at the Newman Center. Group helps area 
PHI GAMMA NU actives will have a rush at 5:30 p.m. Monday in LH1 
Mandatory to be there! 
YEARBOOK RECRUITMENT MEETING will be held at 7 p.m. 
In Buzzard Building newsroom Mac lab for people interested in · 
photography and designing for yearbook. 
NATIONAL RESIDENCE HALL Honary will have the first meeting 
p.m. Monday in the Oakland room of the Martin Luther King Jr. Univ 
Union. All of our Alums are welcome. See ya there! 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have the first meeting at 6:30 p.m. Mo 
Life Science 301 . 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day on 
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern 
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Ex 
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus 
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Satu 
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publ· 
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or 
conflicting information will not be run . 
• t;J' J ... v..11 "p.., a:i11b -Cl&lgnua over. nc11q1. 
46 
50 
55 
57 
63 
66 
26 Bethlehem 
product 
28 Sesame 
30Paul from 
Ottawa 
32Grand --
National Park 
33--about 
38Kid 
39 Revelry 
40 Profound 
42 Magi 
43 Afferent 
Fox-8, 55 
eers 
Night Court 
Movie: 
The River 
Zoohfe 
Star 
WKRP 
44 A.F.T. r ival 
45 Explosive 
47 Concealed 
48 Called 
52 Vietnamese 
New Year 
53 Kind of 
comm ittee 
· 56 In Texas, 33. 
inches 
58 "Singin' in the 
Rain" studio 
59 Auto 
AUGUST 
Australia News. Mets 
Natural World Disney 
Little House 
World Away Combat 
Wildlife Tales Bob Spoo 
10:00 News News News Baseball Tonight New Mike Movie: Th1rtysomething Arsenio Hall Arctic Film 
10:30 Tonight M'A'S•H Love Conn. SportsCenter Hammer News Cur- The Girl Getters Garry Shandling Duke is River 
11:00 rent Affair Late Mr. Pete Kojak Molly Dodd Star Trek 
'"' 
!JJ;3Q lnSide Edition • ~~~ ~r~~b)Jry . _ . ' . - . 
-" ... - )- ...... ,,, . ·~-~ .. - ........... . to_ ..lo.. \. ,. .. -~ ___ ,...__ ........ 
•From page 16 
'II be effective. I think we need to rally around and make 
· feel good about himself." 
Richart saw very little action last season as a freshman 
he was a back-up tackle. 
Spoo was not pleased with the kicking team's showing. 
hman Steve Largent made only one of four PAT's. He 
e 36-yard field goal, but missed 40-yard attempt. Cald-
ll's stock may have gone up as he made a pair of PAT's 
made a 43-yard field goal. 
"The kicking game was disappointing particularly the 
kicking and field goal kicking," Spoo said "Our punt-
continues to be erratic. I'm still in a quandary on who the 
T and field goal kicker is going to be. It's between Steve 
ent and Jason Caldwell." 
Spoo did find some positive signs in Eastem's preparation 
Austin Peay. 
"Offensively, they were able to run and throw the ball 
," Spoo said. "I think the offense should have dominated 
I think they probably did. I think Bill Korosec looked 
,.-----,-----;;--:---;----;--12/11 
round solid maple butcher 
table with one chair. Apt. 
$125.00 234-7117. 
ALL BUSINESS MAJORS: 
DELTA SIGMA Pl rush starts 
Tuesday, Sept. 1 meet the chap-
ter 7 p.m. Coleman Audi1orium. 
Wednesday, Sept. 2 Casino 
Night. Thursday, Sept. 3 Formal 
mee1ing 7 p.m. Coleman auditori-
um. For more info call Leslie 348-
1534 
________ 8/31 
Hey Phi Sigs! Way to work Rush! 
IV\onday,August31, 1992 
good and I think the offensive line performed well." 
"The defense did well by not allowing any big plays. I 
think the longest run was just about 10 yards and that is 
always a plus for an offense that kind of spreads the defense 
out," Spoo said. 
Spoo said the defense can not be cheating and expecting 
the run with Austin Peay's wish bone offense. 
"We have to make sure we are covering our receivers deep 
because you are vulnerable in defending the wishbone 
against play action pass and we got to make sure that we are 
solid there and not over commit ourselves to the run when 
they are throwing the pass," Spoo said. 
He added that the scout players could not imitate the type 
of game that Austin Peay displays so the defense will have to 
be ready for a quicker game. 
"The biggest concern, always from a defensive standpoint, 
is against a wishbone team because you are never going to 
simulate the speed that you are going to see against the team 
that you are playing. And on an artificial surface that speed is 
going to be enhanced," Spoo said. 
Experienced college musicians 
seek Lead Vocalist for R&B 
Based Rock Band. Chris. 348-
8824. Lv. message. 
_________ 9/8 
The men of Delta Sigma Phi 
would like to extend an invitation 
to all men interested in Fall rush. 
GO Greek. 
________ 8/31 
To the MEN OF SIGMA NU. Wel-
come back! It is great to see you 
FRATERNITY RUSH RIDES, 5 
p.m. Tonight at the International 
House and Thomas Hall Parking 
Lots. 
________ 8./31 
SIGMA CHIS - Good luck with 
intramurals this semester! Show 
everybody who' s #1 ! Love, 
Susie 
Keep up 1he good work! 
________ 8/31 all again. I am looking forward to a 
:Red mountain bike. Last CANOE, CANOE, CANOE!!! wonderfulyear. lwishyouthebest 
________ 8/31 
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT TOPPER'S 
PIZZA Tonight at the Delt House. 
Call 348-8222 for rides and infor-
mation. 
near Hardees. Reward if River Runs @ CANOE LIMITED of luck during rush. Love, Kim 
.Call348-5108 For Info & Resv. call: 923-2707 ________ 8/31 
8/31 
8/31 (M-F 6-9pm) NEW ASA PLEDGES: CON-
-.--Sl,-.ng-:-le-;h-o-us-e-,k_e_y-,att::-ached _________ 9/4 GRATS ON PLEDGING THE 
keychains.Calltoclaimat Internship available immediately BEST SORORITY AT EIU! I 
Publications. 581-2812 through the College of Business CAN'T WAIT TO MEET ALL OF 
:---,-::----::::------:-9/1 at local American Family Insur- YOU. HAVE FUN AND WORK 
•-•'!lll"'r.-.MP"ll'"°'7'M'-.;;an;.;,;c"'e!o!'a~e~nfic~_·~3~it hour§. As!,._ HARD! LO,YE. B~AKE 
________ 8/31 
Rush Kappa Delta Rho! For rides 
and information call 345-6881 or 
345-1742. 
_______ __:8131 
KOR: Good luck during rush. 
Being the best always pays off. 
Love Lisa 
~ - B/31 
'Hal. If found, call 581-5281. 
9/2 
=-:-:-:K=Ev=s=ro=N"'.'::E::-3=5:-:-M:-:-M-:-c-=-AM- -PA-R-Tl-Cl-PA_T_IO_N_P-AC-K-ET_S_A9~~ Ca1v·1n and Hobbes NOW AVAILABLE IN ROOM 201 
LAST SEEN AT MARTY'S 
STIX. IF FOUND PLEASE 
. NO QUESTIONS ASKED, 
ARD GIVEN. 348-1666. 
9/1 
:=--:: G=R'""A Yc:c=B=R1=E=Fc=-A=s=Eo--:w='1TH 
E GLASSES INSIDE. LAST 
NIN THE MUSIC BUILD-
. CALL 348-8244. 
UNIVERSITY UNION. 
_________ 9/4 
TOKENS CHECK CASHING 
SERVICE OPEN LATE AND 
WEEKENDS TO SERVE YOU 
BETTER . OUR FRIENDLY 
STAFF ANSWERS QUESTIONS, 
TOO. LIMITED ENROLLMENT 
PERIOD. 
___ ca8/28,31, 9/2,9, 15, 18, 
WE'JE GOT 
10 GET 
CABl'C: \\I, 
Df>.D. 
Calvin and Hobbes 
It's the 1 for $1 deal! 
The Daily Eastern News 
will run your 
CLASSIFIED AD 
for 1 day for $1 * 
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00 
E 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVID-
AL WHO WISHES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3 
S). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED . 
Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad __ _ 
_ ___ Compositor __ _ 
------~Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Doonesbury 
aifAT 
!SIT, 
HONf' 
I 
CAN YOU 
TAK/3,Me 
7V50KXJl, 
MOMMY 2 
\ 
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Spoo commended the job of the scout players especially 
Pete Mauch who quarterbacked the wishbone offense. But he 
said no matter how good the wishbone did, there would be no 
way to match Austin Peay's wishbone. 
"You try to make that resemble your opponent as much as 
possible, but you deal with scout players who do not have the 
natural running offense that Austin Peay has," Spoo said. 
"Things are going to happen a heck of a lot faster Saturday 
than we will ever be able to simulate in practice. That's a big 
concern." 
The Panther football team, in preparation for Austin Peay, 
went up to the University of Illinois last Thursday to get a 
better feel for the artificial surface. The team picked a good 
day to go to U of I because the rainy weather would have 
forced the team to practice inside. 
"We were able to get in a very fine practice up there," 
Spoo said. "We picked the right day because I doubt if we 
would have been able to practice here outside. We would 
have to have gone inside and we would not have been able to 
get much done at all if we would have practiced inside." 
It won't get you a date, but it will 
get you organized! THE 
EVENTSFUL Calendar Book is 
on sale now at the Union Ticket 
Office. $4. 
ca 8/31 , 9/2 
G..,,..0,,..--.,.-A,....,H=-EA"""D,_, ..,..M,.,..A,..,.KE~S·OMEONE' S 
DAY! ORDER BALLOONS FOR 
BIRTHDAYS, YOUR SWEET-
HEART OR ANY OCCASION AT 
TOKENS. WE DELIVER. 345-
4600. 
______ 8/31, 9/2,9,15, 
ASA'S : CONGRATULATIONS 
ON A SUCCESSFUL RUSH! 
YOU ALL WORKED VERY 
HARD. LOVE, BLAKE 
________ 8/31 
SIGMA CHIS - Good luck with 
rush! I know you'll do great! You 
boys are THE. BEST! Love, 
lVlON 
D.AY 
AUG. 28, 1992 
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
Kappa Delta Rho wishes good 
luck to all fraternities during rush! 
________ 8/31 
The Daily 
Eastern News 
is now accepting 
VISA and 
MasterCard. 
Call 581-2812 
for all your 
CLASSIFIED 
advertising needs. 
Susie ---------'~3·1r-t:=::::;:=:::;:::::;:::~::;:;:il 
IF t\CB:)O'( Pf>..t-\CU'S Th \.IS, 
Wt:l.l l'\\l~S:Wl -u\E Bf CTI~! 
W£.'L\.. 5\f>-~ \.IC~ t: ! Wt:\<'£. 
~IS~HKtED, 1il\5B\W.tK\\15ED 
~Kil Ol'>CW.SJS\llf\1£1:>.' 
I 
by Bill Watterson 
n\ERt:S S\lll l°'\<\)C\'-l~LDS 
A\-l\) W.l.\.: IJ\f>.R.T . 
by Bill Watterson 
W£ S\~Gl'E·\'S51J~ ACi\\JISTS 
l\l(E \0 Hf>.."\:. OVR 
• \..IOI \3\1\TO~ S" P\.lS\.\~\). 
I 
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
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Rookie pitcher hurls 
one-hitter; Cubs win 
CHICAGO (AP) - Rookie 
Jim Bullinger pitched a one-hit-
ter, allowing only Kirt 
Manwaring's leadoff home run 
in the eighth inning, and the 
Chicago Cubs beat San 
Francisco 3-1 Sunday for the 
Giants' sixth straight loss. 
Bullinger (2-3) made his 
third major league start and fin-
ished for the first time. He has 
pitched 30 times in relief for the 
Cubs, earning seven saves. 
Bullinger struck out five and 
walked four. He was trying to 
become the first rookie in the 
majors to pitch a no-hitter since 
Oakland's Mike Warren against 
Chicago on Sept. 29, 1983, and 
the first to do it in the NL since 
Burt Hooton of the Cubs on 
April 16, 1972, against 
Philadelphia. 
F u n n y 
~ ' -,--" 
The only time the Giants had 
come close to a hit until the 
eighth was on a line drive by 
Greg Litton that Bullinger 
caught to end the second 
inning. 
Manwaring began the eighth 
with a drive into the left-center 
field bleachers for his third 
homer of the season. The only 
other no-hitter in the majors this 
season also came this month 
against the Giants, on Aug. 17 
by Kevin Gross of the Los 
Angeles Dodgers. 
Bullinger, who turned 27 on 
Aug. 21, was a shortstop in the 
minors from 1986-89 before 
becoming a pitcher. He reached 
the majors for the first time this 
year, and had not pitched more 
than six innings until beating 
the Giants. 
Lady 
Wednesday, Sept. 2 at 8 p.m. 
Rathskeller - University Union 
$1 w/I.D. - $2 General Public 
1111 
Subway 
Aa aeen on MTV'• ''Half Bour Comedy 
Bour'', Showtlme, "Comic Strip Live", 
''Evenln& at the• Improv", and ''Into 
The NlaJat'' with Rick Deea. 
"Check Out Our Daily 
Specials!" 
r-----wlTH"iHiscouroN-----, 
Regular 
Roast Beef 
$1.09 
Offer valid through 9-14-92. 
Limit 4 per coupon. 
Not valid with other coupons, 
offers or promotional discounts. 
L-----------------------~ 
r------wrrRTffiscouroN------, 
ANY CHICKEN 
SANDWICH 
$1.99 
Offer valid through 9-14-92. 
Limit 2 per coupon. 
Not valid with other coupons, 
offers or promotional discounts. 
L-----------------------~ 
50¢ OFF 
Any Sandwich 
(Except Junior Roast Beef) 
Offer valid through 9-14-92. 
Limit I per coupon. 
Not valid with other coupons, 
offers or promotional discounts. 
L-----------------------~ 
r------wrrRTffiscouroN------, 
FREE MEDIUM 
DRINK 
(W/PURCHASE OF ANY 
SANDWDCH AT REGULAR 
PRICE) 
Offer valid through 9-14-92. 
Limit I per coupon. 
Not valid with other coupons, 
offers or promotional discounts. 
L-----------------------~ 
TASTE THE ARBV'sI>ifference! 
310 Lincoln Ave. •Charleston • 348-5144 
~- - - - -
if - .. 
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Red Sox win, then ,trade Reardon 
(AP) -- Danny Darwin pitched 
one-hit ball for nine innings and 
Scott Cooper lined a three-run 
double in the 10th for his fifth hit 
of the game, leading the Boston 
Red Sox over California, 4-2. 
Cooper went a career-best 5 for 
5, including three doubles. His hit 
broke a 1-all tie and came with 
two outs on a 3-1 pitch from Scott 
Bailes. The Red Sox loaded the 
bases in the 10th against John 
Butcher (2-2). 
Darwin (7-6) limited the 
Angels to Ken Oberkfell 's RBI 
single in the fifth inning. He 
struck out nine and walked one. 
Tony Fossas faced one batter in 
the 10th and Greg Harris finished 
the combined the three-hitter for 
his third save. 
Boston's Jeff Reardon, the 
career saves leader with 354, was 
traded to Atlanta after the game 
for two players to be named later. 
Blue Jays 5, Brewers 3 
Juan Guzman pitched four 
innings in his first start since 
coming off the disabled list and 
Joe Carter hit a two-run homer 
Sunday as the Toronto Blue Jays 
beat the Milwaukee Brewers 5-3 
Sunday. 
Guzman, activated Saturday, 
had not pitched since Aug. 3 
because of muscle soreness in his 
right shoulder. He allowed one 
earned run and two hits, struck 
out three and walked one, and 
threw 77 pitches. 
Carter's 29th homer of the sea-
son made it 4-1 in the third. 
Guzman came out after the 
next inning because he reached 
his pitch limit. 
Duane Ward (6-4) pitched 1 2-
3 perfect innings for the victory. 
Tom Henke pitched the ninth 
for his 24th save. Bill Wegman 
(11-12) gave up five runs, four of 
them earned, and nine hits in 
seven innings. 
Twins 5, Yankees 3 
Kevin Tapani beat the Yankees 
for the sixth time in seven career 
decisions and the Minnesoll 
Twins defeated New York, 5-3. 
The Twins won for just the 
fifth time in 15 games. They sei 
rookie Sam Militello (3-1) to hiJ 
first Joss in five major league 
starts. 
Tapani (14-9) gave up eight 
hits and three runs in 6 1·3 
innings. Rick Aguilera work 
the ninth for his 33rd save. 
Royals 9, Tigers 4 
Brent Mayne drove in thr 
runs and scored three times, le 
ing the Kansas City Royals ov 
Detroit, 9-4. 
Kevin Appier (15-6), w 
defeated Detroit on Aug. 19, g 
up one run on seven hits ins· 
innings. He struck out eight. 
Eric King (4-5) hurt his o 
cause by walking Wally Joy 
and Juan Samuel to start t 
fourth, and both scored 
Mayne's single. 
flJ ~ )t !:, J I ~ ./ 
- -.... 
Next time you travel, consider leaving 
the car at home and taking Amtrak. 
' c I , f'. I I J•J 
Instead of sit- DGr, . N'T Tiii ting behind the ~
wheel for end-
:.•h·,:~::~:::0 V'B'URS!lf ~ UI 
can stretch out I 'liil I; Viii/fl 
in one of our wide, reclining seats. Instead of 
' 
watching out for 18-wheelers, you can watch 
the countryside. And instead of worrying 
about where to find your next meal, you'll 
find delidous snacks and beverages 
a.swell as (on 
many trains) a 
full-service 
dining car just 
a stroll away. 
I ' 
FROM MATTOON 
On overnight trips you'll CHICAGO $45 even have a choice of pri-vate sleeping accommoda-
tions. Not to mention the 
care. and attention of our ROUND TRIP 
friendly on-board staff. 
For information and res-
ervations, call your travel agent or Amtrak 
at 1-800-USA-RAIL. And learn how 
the best way to avoid the fatigue 
of driving is to avoid driving . 
I J L 
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ough schedule for volleyball · 
The 1992 Lady Panther vol-
ball season is finally ready to 
as Eastern gears up to take 
floor Tuesday in the season 
ner against. 
Yet for coach Betty Ralston, 
team will not have much time 
rest. After Tuesday's opener 
n the road against former 
teway Conference foe Indiana 
te, the Lady Panthers will 
d the next four weeks away 
Charleston, facing national-
ranked opponents such as 
· ona State, Purdue and Duke 
are in the top 30. 
The Lady Panthers' first home 
tch will take place Sept. 25 
ainst Mid-Continent rival 
m Illinois. 
e first month of our sched-
will be a real test for us," 
ch Ralston said. "The 
ue and Hofstra tournaments 
teams that will be tough for 
beat. But, I think we have the 
ility to surprise people and 
two out of three matches in 
h tournament." Ralston 
Although Ralston wants the 
to take each match one at a 
, the coach does have some 
Is in mind going into the 
opener against Western. 
Betty Ralston 
"We have to show that we can 
play with these powerhouses and 
I know that we can," Ralston 
said. "It's all a matter of playing 
our best and believing in our-
selves. I'd also like to see us beat 
all our conference opponents. 
"One good thing about open-
ing the season on the road is that 
this will give our freshmen and 
sophomores that didn't travel 
much last year, a chance to go 
against premiere competition and 
get used to playing away from 
home." 
Depth-wise, Ralston believes 
this year's club is stronger than 
any team in recent past. Having 
10 returning players from last 
season's squad will give the team 
greater flexability and a more 
solid bench. 
"Not everyone on the team 
will be able to start," Ralston 
said. "However, I think the girls 
realize this and know that they'll 
all see plenty of action. We won't 
have people pouting. Everyone 
will get a chance to see if they 
can produce. Last season, Susie 
Green was sidelined by injury 
and we really didn't have anyone 
who was able to step in and fill 
her void. That'll be different this 
year," Ralston added. 
With many returning letter 
winners from the 1991 club, the 
Lady Panthers should not have 
any problem finding leadership. 
"Unlike previous teams I've 
played on, everybody on this 
year's club has some area they 
can contribute to the team," 
senior Lori Olson said. "It's hard 
to believe that the season's snuck 
up on us so quickly and that 
tomorrow night, we'll be open-
ing up against Indiana State." 
Unlike last season, a brand 
new year gives Eastern a brand 
new start. 
"We have a real good attitude 
this year," Olson said. "We really 
believe once we walk on the 
court, we can beat anybody. 
Indiana State is one team that I 
definitely feel confident we '11 
defeat." Olson added. 
At 
GANDOLFI 
~ 
CHIROPRACTIC . 
In Charleston 
BVBKYTHING'S FKBB 
After eight years of providing Eastern Students with quality 
chiropractic care, we are welcoming the students back to school. 
To welcome you back we are offering to perform our services on 
you first visit absolutely free with this certificate! 
This includes consultation, examination, treatment, and X-rays 
if indicated. Call NOW to schedule your appointment. 
GANDOLFI CHIROPRACTIC 
2115 18th St. Call 345-4065 
*New Patients only, Certificate must be presented 
on 1st visit 
Expires Sept. 30, 1992 
~ The 1992· Warbler Staff 
is looking for a few 
~· ·~ I ~ ~ '--'- •' 
dedicate , creative~ 
• 
GRADES ARE LOW'HOMEWORK'S LATE YOUR BIKE j 
hard working, interesting, 
fun loving people 
to fill positions as 
* photographers 
*writers 
* academics editor 
*layout 
If you think you could 
be one of these people 
call Rachel Corbett 
at 581-2812 
* No Experience Necessary * 
GETS STOLEN YOU LOSE YOUR DATE. 
ACNE'S BAD? 
YOUR ROOM IS TRASHED SOMEONE JUST 
TOLD YOU YA AIN'T GOT NO CLASS. 
MONEY'S SHORT 
YOU CAN'T ADMIT IT YOUR POP WILL THINK YOU'RE A SPEND THRlfT IDCilT. 
WE'LL PUT THAT SMILE ON YOUR FACE! WE'LL HELP YOU BACK IN 
THAT RACE! 'CAUSE ONE GOURMET SUB OR YUMMY GOOD CLUB 
CAN EVEN PUT A CHANGE ON YOUR SOUR MUG! 
JIMMY JOHN'S GOURMET SUBS 
''WE'LL BRING'EJ\11. TC> YA." 
345 1075 
YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S 
©COPYRIGHT 1992 JIMMY JOHN'S INC. 
LX 
You'll Find it Here! 
* IM champions 5 of last 8 years* 
* 1992 and eleven time Peterson Significant Chapter Award Winner* 
recognizing the most outstanding Sigma Chi chapter (Out of 285 chapters) 
* Nationally donated 10 million dollars to build Cleo Wallace Center for Handicapped* 
Children through National Philanthropic event Derby Days 
* Presidential Award for Chapter Excellence* 
* 1992 Winner of the 1st annual Alpha Phi-esta Bowl Football championship* 
• 
Soccer 
*From page 16 
way following the game. 
"I think we did , O.K.," 
Agyeman said. "It's still early yet, 
it's still preseason. We've got a 
couple things we still need to work 
on but we should jell together 
pretty soon." 
Agyeman was the Panthers sec-
ond leading scorer last season with 
26 points. 
Despite scoring a goal 
Saturday, Agyeman was not 
entirely pleased with his perfor-
mance. 
"Personally I felt the ball just 
didn't roll my way (Saturday). We 
had some chances and I felt I 
missed a few chances," Agyeman 
said. 
After the last Eastern exhibition 
game, a 3-2 win over Bradley, 
Mosnia said his players had to 
increase their fitness and 
endurance-and reduce their drib-
bling. Following the win ov.er 
Illinois, Mosnia saw an improve-
ment. 
"Fitness-wise they have 
improved," Mosnia said. 
"Dribbling, they still have a little 
problem. There was less dribbling 
than there was last time but it was 
still there. That's something we 
need to work on again." 
Mosnia added that his team 
could improve its enthusiasm but 
also said he was a little surprised 
in others aspects of the game. 
· "The enthusiasm is there but it 
could be improved," Mosnia said. 
"I was impressed with the ball 
movement and the patience, but 
basically they've been doing that 
in practice too." . 
Mosnia said the starting line up 
used against Illinois will be very 
~ifllilar to the line up once lhs sea-~ 
s8h starts. ... .....,. ~ 
"It's tough to say right now, 
there may be one or two switches. 
But for the most part that is the 
line up," Mosnia said. 
Following Saturday's game the 
annual Miklovic Alumni Game 
was played. It pitted the 1968-
1984 alurnis against the 1984-pre-
sent alumis. Playing slightly short-
handed the 1968-1984 alums were 
beaten soundly 6-1. The 1984-pre-
sent team held a 5-0 advantage 
before Albert Adade broke up the 
shut out. Adade played for Eastern 
from 1979-1983. 
Some of the players in the game 
included coach Mosnia who 
played for the Panthers from 
1971-1974 and Tom Pardo, Dino 
Raso, Dave Glendenning and 
George Janovich, all of whom 
played for Eastern last year. 
Also at the game was -Greg 
Muhr. Muhr played for Eastern 
from 1986-1990 and then moved 
on to play professional soccer. He 
played two seasons for the St. 
Louis Storm of the Major Indoor 
Soccer League until the league 
folded last year. The native of 
Chicago said he is close to signing 
a contract with his hometown 
Chicago Power of the National 
Professional Soccer League. 
Despite moving on in his soccer 
. career, Muhr said he loves corning 
back for the Miklovic Alumni 
Game. 
"It's great, it's always a good 
time," Muhr said. "There is 
itlways a lot of competition but it's 
a lot of fun. I never miss it." 
Mosnia also played in the game. 
Before the game he said he hoped 
to play about 10 minutes, but 
because of the shortage of players 
on his team he played all 80 min-
utes. 
"It's fun, I had a good time," 
Mosnia said. "But it's been a long 
time." 
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Delta Tau Delta 
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT-PIZZA 
____&41Gfill0~eputation is Precious, But Character is Pricelesr.r- r:':r:r:r 
s 5 p.m. Tonight 
Delt Shelter 1707 9th Street 
For Rides & Info Call 348-8222 or 348-0013 
includes 
resurfacing rotors 
& Labor 
Metallic Pads extra 
$4722 
Exp. 9/8/92 
Lube, Oil 
Filter Change $1422 
and Wash& 
Wax 
Most Cars 
Exp. 9/8/ 92 
'TRANSMISSION 
SERVI~E 
o,eO. . Change Fluid 
izecoi;~oo ~$~2Fil4te2/ Gasket 
eve1i 
Most Cars Labor 
Exp. 9/8/92 Parts Extra 
Special r:>isccYLtrit f<Jr EILJ StLJ.<lerits 
Free ~rispecti<Jris 
4 Wheel Alignment 
Recommended $ 4422 
For Front Wheel Labor 
Drive Cars_, . 
Exp. 9/ 8/92 
Parts Extra 
Rotate & Balance 4 Tires 
Recommended 
6-8,000 Miles 
25 
$1922 
Front End Alignment 
Recommended $ 2 6 
for Rear Wheel L 
Tonight Hawaiin Luau 7:00 p.m. 
· For rides and info Call 581-6723 or 6790 
.IV\onday,August31, 1992 is 
iwowarczyk attempts comeback after wrist surgery 
JOHN FERAK much more serious than anticipat- Although injuries are always able to play again." 
~uries can devastate an athlete's 
. Famous sports stars such as 
Jackson, Brian Bozworth and 
Bird all have been forced to 
up doing what they loved best. 
ortunately, for coach Betty 
n and the rest of the Eastern 
yball squad, sophomore Sherri 
owarczyk has made a success-
and surprising comeback from 
injury that almost ended her 
ring September of last sea-
my wrist really started to give 
problems," Piwowarczyk said. 
that it was just something 
would go away. But I contin-
to play through the season with 
pain and it really hurt. That's 
I wanted to get it checked by 
" 
at started out as a very 
· g season for Piwowarczyk 
y went sour after she dis-
the wrist problem was 
ed. unfortunate setbacks, Piwow- Now, Piwowarczyk can forget 
Piwowarczyk saw more action arczyk's teammate and present about the past and look forward to 
than the other freshmen last year. roommate, Brigid Brennan, did the future . 
She played in every match of the more than help speed up her recov- "I'd like to become a starter this 
season until her injury forced her to ery. year," Piwowarczyk said. "I have a 
sit out the rest of season. "Brigid really lifted up my spir- lot more confidence in my game as 
"At first, the doctors thought its," Piwowarczyk said. "I was real- a result of playing for Eastern last 
something was broken in the bone," ly depressed and she kept telling season. I'm sure I'll be nervous for 
Piwowarczyk said. "It took all the me 'the wrist will get better and not Tuesday, (the first match against 
time until November before they to worry about it.' As a result, Indiana State), but I'm more com-
( doctors) finally diagnosed what we've become very good friends." fortable than I was last year at this 
was wrong." Even though Piwowarczyk's time." 
It was discovered that injury healed on its own, there was Ralston said that with a couple of · 
Piwowarczyk would need surgery a strong possibility that she would the middle-hitters expected to grad-
to correct an lilJUry that have been red-shirted this year. uate next spring, Piwowarczyk 
Piwowarczyk says she was born "The wrist basically healed by should expect to see plenty of 
with. m itself," Piwowarczyk said. "Up action this fall. 
"The doctors explained to me ""' until this summer, I was pretty cer- "Although she's played on the 
this was an injury that I couldn't • • tain that I would have to sit out this outside for most of her career, 
have prevented," Piwowarczyk Sherri Piwowarczyk year." Piwowarczyk will spend time in the 
said. "By playing volleyball every- Fortunately for the Panther's vol- middle," Ralston said. "Versatility 
day, the injury was only going to "I can't even feel the screws," leyball program, Piwowarczyk has is one of (Piwowarczyk's) strengths 
get worse." Piwowarczyk said. "They (the recovered 100 percent. because she can play many posi-
As a result of the surgery, screws) will be in my wrist "We are extremely lucky to have tions. She's also one of our quickest 
Piwowarczyk now has two metal throughout the rest of my career. I Piwowarczyk back," Ralston said. players. She gives us experience 
screws that have been inserted into don't ever plan to have them "Back in January and February, we and provides many dimensions to 
the bone of her wrist removed." thought that she might never be work with." 
<P .,. Ihe Men of ~:L<P 
. Belta Sigma Phi SIGMA NU 
would like to announce 
Jen Bluhm 
of 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
as 
Their 1992-93 
Sweetheart 
Free Co-ed Volleyball 
Pool$1li 
AUSAGE & CHEESE 
PIZZA ... TO GO! 
Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14") 
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza ... 
Just $5.95 Plus Tax 
$7.45 with a Large (16") Pizza 
• I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Good 7 Days/Week with I 
Carry-Out/Delivery thru 9/27/92. I 
Charleston 
909 18th Street 
348·7515 
Limit 1 O pizzas per coupon. 
Additional toppings @ 
regular charge. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t this coupon when picking up order. I 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
TONIGHT - PIG ROAST WITH KEG OF ROOT BEER, 5:00 pm 
SEPTEMBER 1, TUESDAY - BRATS AND BEACH VOLLEYBALL, 5:00 pm 
SEPTEMBER 2, WEDNESDAY - DOMINO'S PIZZA FEST, 5:00 pm 
SEPTEMBER 3, THURSDAY - FORMAL SMOKER, 6:00 pm 
FOR RIDES AND INFO CALL 581-6898 OR 581-6558 
ALL EVENTS WILL BE HELD AT THE SIGMA NU HOUSE 
IN GREEK COURT 
L , -l.' ...,11 ;.JJU (.;., lliih ,,..,r1 ... 
LOVE, TRUTH, HONOR 
to commurucate to all Delt chapters that 
subject of hazing. are not .alone. All fraternities have spoken 
No one in his right mind could pos- out against hazmg and called for an. e.nd 
sibly find anything that is even remotely to it All fraternities have taken dec1SJve 
beneficial in the violation of another's action to eliminate it once and for all. 
physical well-being or personal dignity. Every so often, however, hazing 
Yetisolatedincidentsstilloccur, \~ ;4! rears its ugly head and remmds aJl of 
once again raising the subject and, ;::,~. '.r'~ us that somebody out there isn't 
along with it, doubts about frater-~. $.·!!" getting the message. . 
nities and their activities. ~~· To those "."ho continue to 
At Delta Tau Delta, we · perpetuate hazmg. we can only 
find hazing unthinkable. It is express our frustration and 
the antithesis of brotherhood, our outrage. . 
a mockery of both our ideals To those who continue to 
and values, and a complete • question where Delta Tau .Delta 
misrepresentation of what fra- ,.,.,, stands on hazmg. we have JUSt 
temity life is all about Qi-" two words to say on the subject, 
We have, of course, taken steps "firmly" and "against" 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
r 
MARI OGAWA/Photo editor 
It was Panther against Panther under the lights Friday night at O'Brien Stadium in the annual Eastern 
Football scrimmage. The scrimmage game is part of the team's preparation for the Panthers season opener 
Sept. 5 in Clarksville, Tenn. against Austin Peay. 
Costly scrimmage for· Eastern 
By KEITH FARROLL 
Associate sports editor 
With less than a week to go before opening day 
for the Panther football team, coach Bob Spoo has 
reason to be concerned with his team from the 
resultrtof Fridats scrimmage at O'Brien Stadium. 
r •:J.·.rn ~gt ~;HJ:~iY ~ohltorta6le going into Austin 
Peay, but that is why we still have another week to 
go yet," Spoo said. "We still have a long way to go 
yet. We need to fine-tune in every area. We cer-
tainly are not there yet by any stretch of the imagi-
nation. 
Spoo witnessed a key player on the offensive 
line go down with injury; the kicking game contin-
ue to be sporadic and the starters beat up on a 
squad full of scout players. 
On the second play from the scrimmage, senior 
center Brad Fichte! took hims~lf out of the game 
with an injured knee. Fichte! was selected to pre-
season All-Conference team. He was also expected 
to draw the most attention from the professional . 
scouts. 
"If what they tell us what is accurate then he 
may be out as few as three weeks which is a phis 
for us," Spoo said "If he is out out any longer than 
that, then that is bad news. Any gam<;s he misses is 
not good for us." 
Spoo did say he thinks. the backup center will 
fill the void. 
"Mike Richart is going to have to come and get 
the job done," said Spoo. "He played an awful lot 
which is good. I think he's going to do a fine job. 
"He doesn't have the experience that Brad has 
and is not quite as strong as Brad, but I think that 
•Continued on page 13 
Eastern's alumni still can compete 
By BRIAN HARRIS 
Staff writer 
Eastern's alumni proved that 
they still have what it takes as 
they handled the men's cross 
country team to win the Alumni 
Open Saturday, 20-36. 
The top five alumni took the 
first two places along with 
fourth, sixth and seventh. Scott 
Touchette won the four-mile 
race in a new course record of 
20:39.4. As an Eastern athlete, 
Touchette tied for first place 
with teammate Eric Baron at last 
year's alumni meet. Baron also 
competed for the alumni team on 
Saturday, placing sixth. 
Eastern 's first runner across 
the line was sophomore Nate 
Shaffer, his 3rd place time of 
20:58 would have won last 
year's competition by 15 sec-
onds. Shaffer had an up and 
down cross country season last 
year, and was injured for most of 
the track season, but after 
putting in 500 miles of training 
during the summer, Shaffer came 
in ready for the 1992 season. 
"It was a good race," sa.id 
Shaffer. "I thought I ran well." 
The alumni team featured a 
stellar line-up loaded with some 
Nate Shaffer 
of the biggest names in Eastern 
track and field history. Second 
place finisher Mike Larson was a 
six time All-American in track 
and cross country while compet-
ing for Eastern in the mid-
1970's. At age 38, Larson led the 
race shortly after 3 miles, until 
Touchette caught him 600 yards 
from the finish. Larson finished 
the race in 20:51. , 
Other former Eastern stand-
outs included All-American 
Dike Stirrett, who was a member 
of Eastern's 1968 and 1969 
national championship cross 
country teams, and Mike 
Hatfield, who still holds the 
school record in the 3,000-meter 
steeplechase. . . 
Along with. Shaffer: Eastern's 
top seven included senior Geoff 
Masanet, 5th in 21: 16; freshman 
Steve Cunningham, 8th in 21:28; 
sophomore Charlie Blackburn, 
9th in 21:30; freshman Jason 
Frey, 11th in 21 :48; senior Brett 
Carlson, 12th in 21 :49, and 
junior Eric Graharn, 13th in 
21:53. 
''l'm pretty well pleased over-
all," said head coach John 
Mcinerney. "Our young kids did 
real well. Our top eight did a real 
nice job of staying together, the 
time gap between them was 
about what I wanted it to be. 
"Nate ran a tough race. He 
really hung in there when 
Touchette and Larson made the 
break. I'm glad to see that he 
could hold his concentration and 
not fall apart. Masanet ran one 
of his best races ever, and I was 
happy with Carlson's perfor-
mance considering he hasn't 
raced seriously in a year." 
Eastern 's next competition 
will take place in two weeks at 
the Bradley Invitational. 
Soccer team· defeats 
Illini in practice game 
By RYAN GIUSTI 
Staff writer 
It may only be preseason, but 
to the Eastern soccer team a win 
is a win. 
The Panthers won their second 
straight exhibition game Saturday 
by beating the University of 
Illinois 3-2. The Panthers are 2-0 
in the preseason with one more 
exhibition game to play. They 
play Butler at home on 
Wednesda¥. 
Eastern drew first blood on the 
Illini when senior forward Adam 
Howarth scored at 31:41 in the 
first half off of a pass from fresh-
man fullback Peter Barias. But 
Illinois drew even before halftime 
on a disputed call. With 7:20 left 
in the first half Illinois appeared 
to be off-sides but no call was 
made and an Illinois player scored 
into an empty net left vacant by 
Eastern goalie John Gouriotis. 
Eastern went ahead to stay 
early in the second half wh 
sophomore forward Ricky To 
victimized the Illini goalie 
38:44 off of a feed from fresh 
Steve Van Dyke. The Panth 
added their third goal with 
minutes left to play when so 
more Paul Agyeman scored off 
assist by Jim Davidson. 
Illinois scored with six min 
left but it was not enough as 
Panthers went on to victory. 
Eastern coach Cizo Mosnia 
mixed feelings on the Pan 
win. 
"There were times when 
made some silly mistakes 
some of the goals that 
scored on us were mistakes 
by some of the younger pla 
But this is a learning experi 
for us. We're still in the pre-
son, so as long as we didn't 
we didn't mind that happe · 
Mosnia said. 
Agyeman felt much the s 
DAN KOONCE/Associate photo 
An Illinois player heads the ball as Eastern's Ricky Tovar (in 
tries to defend. The Panthers went on to beat Illinois 3-2 Satu 
an exhibition game at Lakeside Field. /Following the exhibiti 
I 984-present alunni team defeated the alumni team from I 968-
6-1. 
